Student Health and Safety Protocol for Courses in
Mumford Hall 320

Enter traffic pattern for students
- Enter Mumford Hall through the Southeast courtyard door or through North entrance (keep to the right on the stairs).
- Keeping to the right, take the stairs to the second floor. Turn left and take the stairs to the 3rd floor. An elevator is available for those who are unable to take the stairs; as the elevator does not allow for social distancing, only one person is allowed in the elevator at a time.
- Please wait, socially distanced, in the East hallway (please note, students waiting to enter classroom 321 will line up in the West hallway).
- Wait for previous class to dismiss before approaching the entry door.
- Fill the room from back to front, beginning on the far North wall.

Exit traffic pattern for students
- Exit from front to back.
- Keeping to the right, take the stairs down to the first floor.
- Exit Mumford Hall through the Southwest door leading directly to the courtyard outside, or through the North entrance (keep to the right on the stairs).

Access
- Building doors open at 7:30 am and lock at 5:00 pm. The Southwest courtyard exit door will remain locked throughout the day.

Emergency information and procedures will be provided by your instructor.